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Makalede kent mobilyaları estetik ve tasarım açısından incelenecektir. Modern kent mobilyaları örnekleri verilecektir.
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MODERN URBAN FURNITURE DESIGN AND URBAN SPACE QUALITY

Abstract-Cities are our living rooms. For different purposes (such as school, work, shopping and recreation), today we spend most of our time in urban spaces such as playground, sport area, street, pedestrian area, square, park etc. We use urban furnitures (such as bus shelters, bicycle stands, seatings, picnic tables, lighting, litter bins, planters, drinking fountains, bollards/barriers, railings and tree protections) in these urban spaces. Besides being firm and useful, the aesthetics of urban furniture is very important. Being a product of original and modern design is a significant factor in aesthetics of an urban furniture. Urban furnitures with aesthetic features, original and modern designs contribute to improve urban dwellers’ aesthetic view and urban quality. In this paper, urban furnitures will be examined in the aspect of aesthetics and design. Examples of modern urban furnitures will be given.
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1. INTRODUCTION (GİRİŞ)

Urban design is a comprehensive and integrated approach to the design and development of urban public spaces. Urban design is also defined as the art of organizing and joining the elements in the built environment to shape the interaction between people and their environment and create environments that represent their values. Urban design includes architecture, urban planning and landscape architecture disciplines [1]. Urban design affects the processes that ensure the formation of successful communities [2].

Urban spaces are the places where people's current and social lives take place [3]. Urban spaces enable us to relax and affect our quality of life and physical and psychological well-being [4-5]. The fact that users get the experience of becoming a city-dweller as a result of cultural identities, personal developments and interactions with each other occurs in these spaces [6]. The identification of the city, in other words, the image formation of that city takes place in urban spaces.

Quality is the total features that allow meeting the needs [7]. In architecture, quality is defined as a concept that depends on the satisfaction of the needs of users [6]. Spatial quality is noticeable, remarkable differences in the design [8].

Design-related space quality contains four principles: function, order, identity and appeal/attraction [9]. It is stated that a high-quality environment brings the feelings of welfare and happiness to the population with the features that may be physical, social or symbolic [10-11].

Street furniture or urban furniture includes various objects such as benches, picnic tables, shading elements, street lamps, waste containers, tree grids/protectors, plant pots, bollards, post boxes, advertising boards, direction (information) signs, fences, fountains, bicycle parks, telephone booths and bus stops that are placed in urban spaces such as street, road, park, children's playground and square, etc. for various purposes [1-12-13-14-15].

Street furniture plays various roles in a city. Urban furniture improves the visual quality of urban areas (makes an aesthetic contribution) by creating high-quality spaces and also has various functions such as providing an opportunity to exercise and play, making spaces more secure, comfortable, more attractive, encouraging their use and making them more enjoyable, creating identity in urban spaces, developing the sense of space and the quality of space, gaining space vitality, creating a mental image and an urban sign, transferring valuable messages/informing, culture and history transfer/education in the community, ensuring that citizens are involved in more interaction, ensuring that citizens are involved in more interaction, and reducing vandalism [16-1-5-15-17-18-14-19].

Attractive and functional urban furniture helps urban spaces become an extension of living spaces. It also transforms urban spaces into public spaces that encourage the formation of a friendly environment and a successful and well-intentioned society. Street furniture is a complementary element of street design or public spaces [20].

The urban environment is a difficult environment. Street furniture can easily be damaged and worn down. Repair and renovation costs arise. Damage to street furniture is mostly due to vandalism as well as weather conditions. It is compulsory to identify appropriate materials to ensure that street furniture can withstand bad conditions of use every day. The selection of the
right material in the production of street furniture extends the life of street furniture and reduces the need for expensive repairs or renewals.

Modern materials and production techniques mean providing a high resistance without sacrificing aesthetic appearance. Engineering products, polyurethane, wood, concrete, stainless steel, natural stone and plastic are the main materials that are widely used in the production of urban furniture [21-17-18]. Maintenance friendly, known and environmentally friendly materials can be used [17].

Street furniture is also a public art form. Public art projects also provide significant opportunities to involve the local community, to offer job opportunities for artists, to contribute to the city's artistic tradition, and to strengthen the city's attraction as a unique tourist attraction center [22].

Research and development studies are carried out by different manufacturers to ensure continuous innovation in furniture design for public spaces. The companies producing urban furniture employ multidisciplinary teams consisting of qualified architects, industrial designers, engineers and production specialists to achieve this purpose [23].

Street furniture should be included in the design of a public space to develop different purposes. Designers should fully comprehend the design that brings together the furniture elements used for these purposes. In this way, designers can be creative in shaping the spaces and achieve their goals in the long term. The factors to be considered by designers in the design of street furniture are as follows: [17-22-14].

- How to effectively serve the purpose of being in need of an element (meeting the needs of different groups such as children, elderly people and people with disabilities),
- To decide on the placement of elements in appropriate places,
- To check whether there is a connection between the designs of different elements,
- Resistance to vandalism, weather conditions and deterioration.

Nature has always been a source of inspiration for people. The "imitation of nature" has been a popular theme in almost every kind of art, social and science fields for centuries. Biomimicry is taking the models from nature or the imitation of nature. Nowadays, numerous disciplines such as architecture, sculpture, painting, interior architecture and industrial design and landscape architecture also benefit from biomimicry. In the context of biomimicry, furniture designs have been inspired by the shapes and structures in nature. Biomimicry, as a design method, gives us the chance to use the system, technique, colour, harmony, ratio, etc. that nature has offered to us in our designs [24].

Leading designers and manufacturers influencing the street furniture industry in Europe produce modern design collections consisting of seating units, benches, waste containers, lighting elements and tree protections. Landscape architects who want a modern concept use these products in their projects [25].

Modern street furniture is a nice solution that is compatible with the requirements of the modern street design. Modern design award-winning street furniture provides quality in our cities, promotes and facilitates the public pleasure [20-23].

In the article, the examples of modern city furniture designs from the world were examined, and their features and importance and effects on the quality of urban space were revealed.
2. METHOD (YÖNTEM)

The written/visual printed and internet-based literature on urban space, urban furniture and space quality constituted the research material. The resources on modern urban furniture in different countries of the world were examined in the study. Among the modern urban furniture examined, 19 modern pieces of urban furniture were evaluated in terms of their design criteria, features and effects on space quality.

3. FINDINGS (BULGULAR)

In the study, the following 19 modern pieces of urban furniture were examined [16-26].
Figure 1. Modern kent mobilyaları örnekleri (Examples of modern urban furniture)
Just a Black Box: Furniture Transforms Into a Kiosk: A cube named "Just a Black Box" with a semi-private seating unit feature designed by Max Boano and Jonas Prismontas transforms into a kiosk that provides commercial or public service at nights or when requested. The box is transformed into a replaceable space that can be used for sale, cafe, bicycle repair shop, ticket sales outlet or mini theatre purposes by raising itself on hidden hydraulic columns.

Urban Hammock Installations: A comfortable hammock for a short sleep was introduced into urban spaces as urban furniture in different forms by The Chartered Institute of Housing. The

Figure 1. Modern kent mobilyalari örnekleri (Examples of modern urban furnitures) (Continued)
hammocks in vivid blue are placed on the walking trail along the Paprocany lake in Poland. These hammocks were redesigned to hang from Copenhagen fire pipes.

Vanke Cloud City by Lab D+H: Vanke Cloud City is a mixed-use development project in Guangzhou, China. The project includes a group of proud creative public seating spaces designed by Lab D+H. The cloud line is an ongoing steel tubular structure containing benches, sag bars, parallel bars and other uses. The Cloud Seat is a series of interactive modular spaces made of perforated steel plates. The seating units are stacked vertically.

Outdoor Office Urban Street Furniture by Adi Kalina: If we were able to reach urban furniture similar to the creative urban furniture designed by Adi Kalina, most of us would leave our working places and work in the clean air. The Outdoor Office is an ergonomic wooden chair with a long backboard, and this backboard extends and transforms into sunshade. It revolves around its own center. Thus, the sun is prevented from coming on your face at all hours of the day.

Zona Verde Campus de la Ciudadela, Barcelona: The tables and benches were placed on the grass area outside the school in Barcelona and have become a part of the landscape. The new gathering area separates the two green terraces where there are benches that can serve the groups of different sizes.

Seats & Shade in the Beiqijia Business Technology District, Beijing: The small benches that can only be seated by two people are integrated with the wooden pavement. It is located in Beijing’s Beiqijia Business District. The benches rising upwards are then curled.

Sunset Parklet in San Francisco: It is located just outside a shop and cafe in San Francisco. Sunset Parklet was designed by INTERSTICE Architects. This space was built in place of 3-4 parking lots. In this way, the parking lots have been transformed into a useful space for passers-by and cafe customers. In this area, there are seating units, tables, plant pots, dog-tying places and bicycle stands at different levels.

LIFT Dis-Section: There is a bench on the side facing the pavement of the urban plant pot in the form of a wooden net. Lift Dis-Section is a modular seating unit that aims to bring nature to the ineffectiveness of urban sprawl in addition to serving as a recreation area.

FUSILLO by Marco Golfi: The wave-shaped social seating unit, called Fusillo, makes it easier for users to talk by sitting on either side of it. Designer Marco Golfi says “Interaction occurs when all people sit comfortably in their own space, and the relationship is encouraged”. This is the aim of Fusillo created by Marco Golf. The form is created by simultaneous rotation and movement of a triangular star. Numerous seating units are defined by the continuous movement of the skin of the living species.

Pablo Reinoso’s Spaghetti Wall: This is a bench made of Portuguese chestnut, wood and iron. Pablo Reinoso’s Spaghetti Wall bench has brought a new concept to the classic design. The complex edge of the bench means bringing an artistic approach to the known design and adding the sense of sustainability to modern landscaping.

Reef Bench: This magnificent bench of Dutch designers Remy & Veenhuizen was created in a high school in Zoetermeer, Netherlands. Students should be able to play with the environment in order to relax and enjoy creativity. Natural elements to escape the modern, static impression of the high school building were used in this wonderful bench.
Rolling Bench: Since benches get wet after the rain, they are not used for a length of time. The rolling bench is a bench with the possibility to turn the dry side with one arm even if it gets wet in the rain.

Muscle Bench: The Muscle bench by Alexandre Moronnoz reinforces the idea that large outdoors can also be modern relaxing places. The bench has an interesting design and curved lines. This bench, which is located in a modern environment, provides an opportunity to sit and lie. The Steel Muscle bench filters the sunlight and adds a different dimension to its dazzling visual effect.

Sliding Bench: When you want to be alone, the location of the bench can be changed by sliding. This bench, designed by Mutlu Kılınçer, offers the option of freedom. With its modern sliding appearance, this bench takes the action of sitting to a separate dimension in parks.

Spiro Spiral: This nice bench was designed by Zoran Sunjic. The bench located in modern urban seating areas circles around itself and looks like a moving hair braid. The design allows Zoran to play with the form and create different variations.

Twig Concrete Seating: The branch-shaped concrete seating unit, which is suitable for a very modern area, is used as a recreational area by people travelling in the city. The design resembles the shape of a branch. However, concrete is masking the idea of environmentally friendly. The branch is a perfect touch on a modern urban area. This bench system invites you to relax and is fascinating with its rounded corners and modular design.

Loop Bench: This urban furniture in the form of a partial art form, partial bench and partial slide was created by Jeppe Hein. It ensures communication by allowing people to approach it. In particular, entertainment and relaxation are in harmony with each other in such a design that attracts different generations.

Piano Street Furniture: This urban furniture produced by ADDI occupies little space and has an aesthetic appearance. It is both a bench and a bicycle parking element in half shares. This bench is suitable for every city in a period during which demand for ecological transport increases.

Urban Adapter: Rocker Lange Architects prepared this proposal for urban furniture seating areas. The Urban adapter made for Hong Kong streets aims to make a city brand with its unique shape. The designers have combined different concepts in this beautiful bench and have created a resting area and a visual jewel.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION (SONUÇ VE TARTIŞMA)

It is a known fact that the quality public space in cities and towns has always had a positive influence on the comfort and happiness of residents and visitors. Street furniture is considered to be a very necessary element in creating safe, useful and attractive spaces [17]. Street furniture has a great influence on people who use parks, city squares and parking lots [20]. A good seating unit is a place where a person can observe, speak or think to discover the world.

Detail is complementary in product design, which is infinite. Design affects the life of the product. Urban furniture should be designed to be safe, ergonomic, functional, requiring low maintenance, resistant to vandal acts and easy to replace its damaged parts [23].
It is important that street furniture is resistant to the difficulties of daily urban use. Therefore, appropriate materials should be identified to extend the life of street furniture, and this reduces the need for expensive renovation. Street furniture should be designed and produced for public and private spaces with high-quality materials and modern designs. High-level user satisfaction should be ensured with great attention to details and endurance [17].
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